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VAT . CORONAVIRUS EDUCATION MANAGEMENT AND THE LAW NEWS

Laptops still with a higher VAT rate

Date added: 03.04.2020

The VAT rate for computers is 0 percent, but not at all - as Mayor of Krakow Jacek Majchrowski notes, for portable computers crucial for

e-learning, you still have to pay 23 percent. Calls for quick changes in regulations.

The President of Kraków appeals for quick changes in regulations to the Minister of Entrepreneurship Jadwiga Emilewicz. It is about the

recruitment of applications for the Remote School Grant Competition - support for the National Educational Network.

 

UODO: The teacher may use private equipment, but under certain conditions >>

Monika Sewastianowicz
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The exemption does not apply to computers

The President of Krakow indicates that the Act on tax on goods and services enumerates the list of goods that are subject to a zero VAT rate

and there are no portable computers on this list.

 

Exempt from VAT are:

 

- Unfortunately, the catalog does not include portable units, such as laptops, tablets, notebooks, which at the current stage of the

development of digitization and the introduction of remote teaching is a very desirable purchase. No purchase from 0% the VAT rate will limit

the number of equipment purchased as part of the competition - indicates Jacek Majchrowski. I want the act to be amended.

 

 

computer central units, servers, monitors, desktop computer sets,•

printers,•

scanners,•

devices for digital data transmission (hubs, switches, routers, modems).•
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